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GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION. IN A GROUP SETTING

Hubert.Lipinski and Rebert R. Plum

Institute for the Future

Menlo Perk, California

Abstract. This paper presents a framework for ujiderstanding the various roles
and structures for Computer graphics in-noup communication. We discuss three 4.

basic types of design decisions that needo be addressed in using such graphics sys--;

tems: How are they to be integrated in the 'group communication ectivity?. How
are they to be structured to promote e5cchanne of graphical images? And what level
of primitives needed to facilitate this exchange? Finally, we postulate-some ques-
tions whose answers can,help evaltiate'what type of graphic communication system
would he appropriate-for the group activity.

g

INTRODUCTION

Over the past two and a half Yeari, the Institute for the/Future has been develop-
ing a computer- ased group communication system. to support Modeling activities. (1)
In designing this system, we recognized ithe need for graph/as well as verbal (text-

_

based- communication in modeling applications; The literlture on modeling and
-,.. :,.

.

on 'group communication supports this view. (2)..- .

Those 'who work as facilitatort of grodp.communiciition have also stressed-
the Valueof graphic communication for group problem soying, not only for diiPlaying

_ . .
information, but also for developing conoepla3._Fcr example; Geoffrey Ball, who
works as a conflict reelution.consultant, claims that:. jtraphic displays enable task-

A
oriented groups to work together more effectively (as Measured by product quality
and member satisfaction) than does verbal cornmunidation alone;" (3) Commenting

P on dynamics thinking," Joseph Brunen says:
-
")

Many individuals need to draw whi-fe' they talk in order_

to express thefr -. To talk as ofie draws means to
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reason as one perceives; to define as one designs; and to intel-

lectualize as one intuits.... A basic approach to group dy-

namics in problem-solving situations needs to recOgnizglhe

unity of perception and thought Rather than concentrate

only on the intellectual, defining processes, in which thought.

products have been finalized prior to discussion,.and the re-
sponse pattern of one member has no way to interact with

the response pattern of apother, we want to bring into play

the intuit4ve, perceptilial processes of each member, and'have

the group develop thought products together. (4)

All:of these perspectives suggest that text-based communication alone is inade=
quate for many problem-solving situations--that an effeCtiVe group communication
medium should support graphic communication ps well

Cf3MPUTER-GRAPHICS

A substantial amount of work has been done on the theory and techniques for

Computer generation of graphic images. Most relevant is the decelopment of a fiUmber
of graphics systems or,"packages" designed to simplify the picture-generTtion -process

for the user. (5) A "typical" system has the following characteristics:

It consists of a set of subioutines that can be called from a high-level host
languag-e, usually FORTRAN.-.

Applications programs use the computational capabilities and control struc-
tures Of the host language.

The graphics subroutines allow objects to be constructed out of points,

lines, and curves called."primitives"; they pei'form object transformations

such as rotation; translation; and scaling; they allow text to be displayed

as part of the picture; and they provide some capability for graphing numeri-
cal data;

.21
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The system can be run on several different. host computer.

S The system exhibits some degree of device-independencerthat is, it can
. . ._ _ __ __ _ _

produce.' ictures on more than one kind of output device (for example, a
CRT, pl"' er, or printer).

. .
(

While all of these characteristic's can be desirable in graphic communication,
for many users; it is inappropriate to require the use -of a programming language
in oraer"toproduce graphibs. An alternativeis suggest6d by workin the ar!a of,
computer-aided design (CAD). (6) .

CAD systems are normally interactiye; The user constructs a picture out of
basic "building blocks" that might appear around the perimeter/of a CRT display.,
A device such as,a light pen, joystick, or. tablet is used to select items and position
them in the picture. When the picture omplete, it may be given a name and saved
for later display, modification, or incltition as part of another.picture. CAD systems.

for task such as circuit design have thecapability not only to produce a picture
of a circuit, but also to simulate its operation.

Although CAD systems provide sophisticated graphics capabilities, almost.

all are single-user systems; thus, they do not address the questionsthat arise when
,a group of ler.s ,shares a visual spice in or er to create, modify, view,,and discuSs

\ ....

graphic imagel. -In addition, many CAD systems operate on expensive, specialized
terminals that are not accessible to theirm_el user.

DESIGNS FOR GROUP GRAPHIC .COMMUNICATION

Three basic decisions must be made in implementing a graphic comMunication
system designed for group use: :

How is the graphics system to be integrated into the task requirements
ft 1 ..... . .

....of the group? _ ,
) -

. ,

How is the graphic cammuhicatiorrcomponentstri.ictured*ta achieve the .

-graup's desired goals?
?

s

.



Whet`} yel of primitives is appropriate to the task at hatid?

. --

Graphic communication is not an end in itself, but rather one of the modes
of communication, used by.a group involved in aiiarticular problem-Solving-activity.

sach, it is one "component of a larger communication structure that emphasizes
the'task-oriented focus of the group activity. Graphic communication may be desired
for any number of reasons--for simple-graphs or illustrations t
a report, for flowcharts of processes, for plans of a structure o

twill bpart of
piece of equipment

to be built, etc. Clearly,' the role graphicsare. to play -ill eiert a 'influence
on the systems designer trying to integrate graphit4 into 'a group communication
setting.

a

When graphics have been integrated. into the Cetrnmunicatioris 'activity of the
group, one must still understand how the components actually will be used. The
priTary alternatives are synchronous use, asynchronous use; or a mixture of both--with
or without a Parallel channel for text (or voice) coMmunication. The graphics May
also be presented and stored in a number of forrriats. Basic design decisiOni involve
when to store preyious versions, how to differentiate various pictures, and what
to store;==all quite dependent on the partiCular task of the group.

Ct.

Even though the graphics package will produce'the same image for a wide spec-
trum of low to high primitive definitional all let;ela of definition May not be of equal
use to the soup involved-in the graphic communication process. The group generally
needs to diacuss the graphic image and therefore needs convenient handles to develop
and sustain their ideaa; .Thus, low-level primitives such as defined by ehe CORE
system might prove cumbersome if they formed the basis of a problem- focused discus;

,fsion;

A number of existing gAphiC communication systems can be analyzed in relation
.1, to these three basic levers of design decisions. One example is the picture language
uged by the Electronic Information Exchange System (EIES) at the New Jersey
tute-of Technology..(7) Here the graphics are embedded in text and thus are inte-
grated into the electronic Message exchange and document preparation capabilities

- of the EIES system. Because of the time neededto create images,:the graphics seem



..,;triore suited to asynchronous use. The primitives are fairly low-level brit ard.expand-

able upward and can be used from hard-copy terminals.. AnOtherreCent"eicample

of graphics embedded in text but more focused to document preparation;is a. system

at Lawrehce Livermore Labbratory. (8)

.>"

Graphics systems: that fetUre a shared visual spade are adapted more toward
synchronous use; Such systems generally have a common or subdivided visual space

and use ackanced graphics terminalt ibririput: and output of graphical data; Anex-7
ample is the network-oriented color graphical.conferencing system being built at'

-the Rand Corporation. (9) This type of approach is somewhat less integrated than

graphics embedded in text, with .the result that:the graphics mod e of communication
is - emphasized over the task activity.

-Another apprr=hlia=a hybrid graphids SyStem combining the inte ation/asynchro-
nous outputs of graphiiis embedded: in text_with th? synchronous-capabilities of the

shared visual space. This has been the approach falfofed,in the graphic comMunica:

tion.,sUbcomponent of the HUB system develoPed a t14 Institute for the Future.

The design of the shared visual space component in, he HUB system allow .
users to create or modify graphic images jointly; Duripg this process; they may

exchange text-based messages, and at the conClutibri of the process; the picture

and accompanying comments are shared as, a single entry in a computer - based Confer-

'encing transcript. Thus; the HUB system attempts to make_ a 'smooth transition be-
.

tween.synchronouslasynchronous use of graphic communication as well as integrating
that communication with other types of=commbnication;

HUB allows one not only to create new pictures but also to modify existing

pictures that have been stored in the activity. Since at the end of each picture-modifying
session one is given the option of storing the resulting picture primitives (as well

as -the comments generated during the picture development process), these -picture

primitives can then be used as input in a future session with either the last or indi-
.

cated version being modified.



The shared visual space capability in the HUB system is.designed to be independ=
ent of the package supportiQg the graphics,thus alloWing an optimal choice of primi-4 .

tives. The only requirements imposed on the package are that the graOhic image
be stored as_a set of picture primitives so that.inputting a pictiure to and-saving

_
final graphical product can be accomplished through a file of such primitivet-.

EVALUATING_GRAPHIC-COMMUNICATION

Since theris no optimal structure for graphic communication, appropriate
structures must be matched.to various tasks; For example, a problem-solving process
basically involves ttypes of graphics: graphics to help conceptualize in the problem
formulation phase and graphics to. aid in.the analysis of results. (10) Similarly, the
appropriateness of a graphic communication structure is dependent on the specific
task for which it is used;

In our earlier work in computer conferencing, we developed a taxonomy of
grOup communication with four !him categories:. group characteristics,
individual pertonalities, and tasks. Starting from this taxonomy; one can systemat;
ically ask about the effects of graphics systems on group -communication. The follow-
ing tatk=related questions are particularly interesting: For what tasks will the System
be most commonly used? What is the effect of the graphic capability on the tasks?
What portions of a task rely heavily on the graphic capability, and what portions-t .seem require text, voice, video, etc.? How does the graphic capability change.
the nature of any given task? Regarding the group ynamics, who assumes leadership

frn thiS kind of communication? What are leadershi tasks? What are other typical
roles? Are there some users who alwayt make changes-in the picture itself while
others reserve their comments for text messages only? How do users negotiate changest
in a picture, and how to they decide when it is complete? What are usereperceptionS
about ownership of pictures? Is. there- Sufficient congruence in the conception of
a graphic image to allow a groupto work with a single, shared picture?

Answers to these-types of questions can help define the role, structure, and
primitives requirements of graphic Communication.

q



CONCLUSION

We have tried to present a framewo4c for understanding and evaluating the
various rolkS and,Structures for graphic communication. By placing graphic cornmuni-
cation,in a larger 'setting, one may focus on the suitability -of various communication

.
struCtures,ana the choice of the optimal. level of primitives for a particular problem-,
solving task.
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